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Weather Vanes is a five movement work for band inspired by contrasting weather situations. The piece 

is approximately 15 minutes in length and is scored for standard American wind band instrumentation. 

Below is a synopsis of the five contrasting movements which comprise the work. 

I. Raging Storm - Widely contrasting and sometimes “terrifying” harmonic systems and motifs are wildly 

tossed around depicting the violent actions of a hurricane. This movement is mostly loud and boisterous 

save the few softer moments in “the eye of the storm”!

II. Serene Parade of Clouds - Imagine yourself gazing at clouds moving slowly across the sky. This 

calm movement features a plaintive oboe solo and is driven by a musical motor of repetitive figures based 

on the interval of a second symbolizing the continuous motion of the clouds. These are light non-threatening 
clouds, thus the lush transparent harmonies. However, at one spot the harmonies grow dark and there is a 
slight crescendo. The tension soon resolves into a “sunny” E major chord and we hear brief cascading

“raindrops” coming from the flutes and clarinets. The movement ends calmly as it began.

III. Light Rain - This movement is a fleeting light scherzo comprised of short motifs which, like rain 

itself, move in a downward direction. Sometimes they are contrasted with a few ascending passages in the 
clarinets depicting “water sounds”.

IV. Bleak Winter Landscape (passacaglia) - The passacaglia motif which begins the work appears 
throughout the movement. The mysterious nature of this motif coupled with the harmonies and 
orchestration give a musical portrayal of a barren white and cold wasteland where perhaps an explorer such 
as Robert Falcon Scott has been stranded on the South Pole and left to perish.

V. Bright Sunlit Sky - This movement is comprised of a collage of several festive motifs depicting a 
joyous summer party atmosphere under a bright sunlit sky!  




